This bibliography provides details of materials held at the Burnley Library about the Burnley Campus and its historic gardens. It does not include journal articles on the subject.

The following list is arranged by author.

TITLE Alteration and amendments 1910 [to] List of fruit trees, & etc. at Burnley.
IMPRINT [Melbourne : Dept. of Agriculture], 1910.
PHYS DESC 2 v. ; 25 cm.
NOTES Printed lists from Dept. of Agriculture Annual Report 1910 inserted between board covers, with handwritten amendments by George Rust.
OTHER AUTH Rust, George.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley RB 634.9945 BUR v.1 TWO HOUR LOAN
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley RB 634.9945 BUR v.2 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Andrews, Lee.
TITLE A history of Burnley Gardens 1860-1939 / Lee Andrews.
IMPRINT 2000.
NOTES Thesis (Undergrad) - University of Melbourne, Institute of Land and Food Resources, Burnley College - Honours Research Project.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 587 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Burnley Horticultural College.
TITLE Register of fruits [1910]
PHYS DESC 2 notebooks.
NOTES Record of fruit cultivation in the BHC orchard in 1910.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley RB 634 BUR TWO HOUR LOAN
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley RB 634 BUR TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Burnley Horticultural College.
TITLE Register of fruits [c.1914-1918]
NOTES Record of fruit cultivation in the BHC orchard between 1914-1918.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley RB 634 BUR TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Burnley Horticultural College.
TITLE Register of fruits [c.1918-1920]
NOTES Record of fruit cultivation in the BHC orchard between 1918-1920.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley RB 634 BUR TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHORS Davies, C. and Quinn, H.
TITLE Women in horticulture : focus on Burnley.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Burnley campus.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 394 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Eastwood, Daniel.
TITLE The usefulness of the Global Positioning System in the collection of data for applications in horticultural and environmental management / Daniel Eastwood.
IMPRINT 1997.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - University of Melbourne, Institute of Land
and Food Resources, Burnley College.

CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 291 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHORS Ferguson, E., Van Berkel, J.
TITLE Conservation analysis of Burnley Gardens.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Burnley Campus.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 426 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Ferguson, E.
TITLE The master plan process.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Burnley Campus.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 425 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Hart, J.
TITLE Examination of five garden beds within the Burnley Gardens.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Burnley Campus.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley 635. 909945 HAR
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 314 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Hipwell, Linda.
TITLE The Burnley Garden conservation plan 1939-1999 / Linda Hipwell.
IMPRINT 1999.
NOTES Thesis (Undergrad) - University of Melbourne, Institute of Land and Food Resources, Burnley College - Honours Research Project.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 564 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Johnston, A.
TITLE Master planning of Burnley campus.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Burnley Campus.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 431 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Kneen, D.
TITLE A dear wee cottage in the gardens : a ramble through the post-war years at Burnley.
IMPRINT Richmond VCAH Burnley 1991.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley 635.0711 KNE

AUTHOR Lovell Chen – Conservation Architects in Association with John Patrick Pty. Ltd. and Andrew Long & Associates.
TITLE Burnley Gardens Conservation Management Plan
IMPRINT Melbourne: Lovell Chen – Conservation Architects, 2005
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 738 TWO HOUR LOAN
AUTHOR Maxwell, R.
TITLE Hard landscape analysis of VCAH Burnley.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Burnley Campus.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 436 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR McPhee, Carmel
TITLE Burnley Gardens landscape conservation analysis / Carmel McPhee - Landscape Studio in association with Lee Andrews.
NOTES “Prepared for the University of Melbourne, Property and Buildings Department - Planning”.
OTHER AUTH Andrews, Lee.
OTHER AUTH University of Melbourne. Property and Buildings.
CALL NUMBER UniM Archit f 712.7099451 BURN
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 633 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR McSweeney, Peter.
TITLE Planning and budgeting in education : V.C.A.H., Burnley / Peter F. McSweeney.
CALL NUMBER UniM Baill T MCSWEEN
CALL NUMBER UniM ERC M.Ed MCSWEEN

AUTHOR Mellor, S.
TITLE Where scattered seeds grow : a survey of Burnley graduates.
IMPRINT Richmond Burnley College 1995.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Burnley Campus.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 393 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Patrick, John, 1951-
TITLE Burnley Gardens design and management plan.
IMPRINT East Melbourne : Dept. of Agriculture, 1980-
NOTES Pt. 1. Brief.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley 712.509945 PAT

AUTHOR Pitts, C.
TITLE Landscape thru image : the analysis of landscapes through historic photographs.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Burnley Campus.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 442 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Scott, J.
TITLE Emily Gibson.
NOTES Horticultural project report (Undergrad) - Victorian College of Agriculture and
Horticulture, Burnley Campus.
NOTES Gibson, Emily, 1887-1974. Former Burnley student and staff member. Garden designer and horticultural journalist
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley Res HP 414 TWO HOUR LOAN

AUTHOR Winzenried, Arthur.
TITLE Green grows our garden : a centenary history of horticultural education at Burnley / A.P. Winzenried.
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley RB 635.0711 WIN TWO HOUR LOAN
CALL NUMBER UniM Burnley 635.0711 WIN